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NEW � PROJE:T -

OLD GRCJffll STUDY PLAN 

SUrveys for old gra.vth conifer forests on the proposed New World 

Mine penn.it area and the proposed transmission line, from Cody to Cooke 

City, will be conducted in August and September of 1991. A methodology 

has been developed to collect data to identify old gra.vth forests based on 

diameter and density of both living trees and snags, and on presence of 

downed woody material. '!he methodology is consistent with the Gallatin 

National Forest Plan, as amended, which defines old gra.vth as: 

Old gra.vth is forest generally past full maturity (but 
often includes seral species) in which a somewhat decadent 
multi-storied stand shows the following characteristics: 

a) overstory trees at least 12 inches dl:h for lodgepole
pine, 14 inches dl:h for Douglas fir [sic], spruce and alpine 
fir, and at least 10 large trees per acre 

b) 10 to 40 percent crown closure of the overstory
c) at least 15 tons per acre of 3 inch diameter or larger

material on the ground 
d) at least 4 snags per acre of at least 12 inches dl:h for

lodgepole and 14 inches dl:h for Douglas fir [sic) or 
spruce/alpine fir, and 

e) two or more canopy levels with a definite shrub-sapling
layer and understory and overstory crown closure combined 
exceeding 70 percent. 

Not all of these characteristics will be present in every old 
gra.vth stand, however, these characteristics will serve as 
guidelines for identifying old gra.vth stands during Forest 
Plan implementation. 

Field survey methods which will be errployed to identify and 

delineate old gra.vth will include the following: 

1) Delineate on aerial photographs areas that appear to be mature

conifer forest with an overstory canopy closure of 10 to 40 percent. 

2) Conduct a reconnaissance walk-through study to determine whether

old gra.vth or near-old gra.vth conditions appear to be met based on 

tree/snag diameter and canopy structure. 
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3) lay out a 400-foot transect in a representative portion of an

old growth or potential old growth stand. 

4) Record all trees and snags within 50 feet of the 400-foot

transect by diameter and species. 

5) Record all downed woody material by size class traversed by the

400-foot transect.

6) Record all ol:::servations on the attached data sheet.

7) Prepare a brief narrative describin;J ecological characteristics

of the stand including wildlife use and forest habitat type. 

8) Take color photographs of the stand.

An overall old growth score between 1 and 100 will be developed to 

rate old growth stands, with a score of 100 representin;J maxiJnum old 

growth values. 'Ihe ratin;J system has not been fully developed, but it 

will follow the methodology errployed by the Kootenai National Forest (see 

attached Appendix A). 



APPENDIX A 

OLD GRafl'II STUDY lmDICIXlLOGY 



-PLo, /SAM-PLE.. De:sr G-NATION: _

OLD G,2..oUJTH ScoRE.: ---� 

I 

OLD GR<lfTII IIV.D'M<f; GALUTII DTI<m.L mt!ST AID VICIIIT! 
IlfVESTIGATOR(S): DATE: PROJECT/SITE _______ _ 
OffKER/APPLICMT: STA1'D/POLYGON DESIGKATI01': ____________ _ 
LOCATIOlf: T:_ R:_ S:_ l/4S:_ l/8S:_ OSGS TOPO HAP: ________________ _ 
STATE: COUlfTY: DESCRIPTIOK: ____________________ _ 

STUD or POLJOOI SIii, ACUS: __ _ 
P!RCIIT 00 in POLJ<D: ___ _ 

[deterllined by 1. estimation, 2. dot grid 
3. planimeter 4. digitization (circle one)]

CAIOPt STRUCTURE and COVERAGI {CC) 
CAIOPY IS, 1. SIKGL!-STORY 2. TWO-STORY, 3. THREE-STORY 4. MULTISTORY (circle one) 

09�! CC {I): : [Vis. Estimated, Sampled (Circle one)] 
SAKPLilfG POINTS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AV!. CC by SPP. 

SPECIES UlfSPECIFIED 
SPECIES ___ , ______ ______ _ 

- - _,_ - -

- - _,_ - -

- - _,_ - -

- - _,_ - -

1. AVE. CC BY PTS. ----------
UID!R.S'!m! CC (I): __ : UMSTRY. SAKPING PTS. 1_2_3_4_5_6_7_8_9_10 

LIVI TR!! allPOSITI<S by SPECIIS and SIii CLASS 
TOTAL IUNB!R TRIES (>14" DBB llll, SIi!} PER !CR!: : TUES (>19" DBB III. SIi!: 

ABILAS PIC!lfG PIAL or PIFL PINCO! PIPO/POPTR! PSEM!l'( 

>14 >19 >14 >19 >14 >19 >12 >19 >14 >19 >14 >19 

OTHER( 

>14

x __ 

) 

>19 

1}�
f {, 

s 

ABILAS 

>15 ft < 

>3 >6 
i 

2 

3 

4 

SIMJ TUI catPOSlTl<S bJ SIii CLASS and SPECIIS (or undetemn� clan} 
TOTAL IUIIB!ll SllOS (>15 ft.l 10" clhh) P!R 1<21: : Sl!GS < 15 ft. l 10": 

-

PIC!lfG PI!ALB/PI!FL! PllfCOlf PIPO/POPTR! PSEMElf KO !ORT. 

>15 ft. < >15 ft. < >15 ft. < > 15 ft. < >15 ft. < >15 ft. <

DOIIID IOODt IIITIIJAL >3 IICIIIS in DIANIT!R (all diameters below in inches} 

>12 >15 >18 >20 >22 >24 >26 >28 >30 >32 >34 >36



INSTRUCTIONS FOR OLD GROWTH EVALUATION FORM 

This survey attempts to identify the essential components and positive 
attributes of old growth forests. The procedure is designed to balance the 
need for objectivity with the need to facilitate rapid on-site appraisal of 
stand condition. The inherent variability of old growth stands requires that 
some parameters be evaluated subjectively. The purpose of the survey is to 
evaluate timber stands to determine the degree to which they meet old growth 
requirements, if at all. 

The form was essentially developed for stands in the western hemlock-cedar 
habitat types (Pfister, 1977) as found on the Libby Ranger District, Kootenai 
National Forest. Some potential adjustments on the point scale sheet may be 
neccessary in the 'large standing live' and 'large down' categories when 
sampling drier site ponderosa pine / Douglas-fir stands or high elevation 
subalpine fir/spruce stands. As more of these forest types are sampled, 
adjustments can be made accordingly. 

While this procedure is meant to substitute a "walk-through" transect for the 
"fixed or variable plot" sampling technique, it must still be done carefully 
with attention to detail. Many stands will require constant tallying during 
the walk. The path taken should not be haphazard, but must be easily traceable 
on a map. The procedure is informal, but when done carefully, can produce 
relatively accurate numbers with a reasonable investment of time. The walk 
should also allow the surveyor to see a large portion of the stand reducing the 
liklihood of missing important features. 

A 50% canopy closure is one prerequisite of stand structure that must be 
present in most stands. Canopy closure should be determined by spherical 
densiometer readings. 

The first three categories describe the essential components of old growth. 

I. Large Standing Live

A. No. trees/acre >19" dbh

This component of stand structure is the overstory trees,
which are here defined as being at least 19" in diameter.
It is difficult to set a minimum stocking density of large
trees that provides both canopy closure and the stand
character to which old growth associated wildlife species
respond. That minimum may be 12 {Christensen, 1983), 14
(Kuennen, 1983), or 15 (Thomas, 1979) trees/acre. These
numbers attempt to define minimums, but in the context of
evaluating worth, do not mark the break between low value
and no value. It is assumed here that the break is at 8
trees/acre and at that point enough of a large overstory
character exists to provide some minimal value to the
wildlife associates of old growth. Although the density
from 8 to 14 trees/acre is below the definitional
requirement, it is not without some value to wildlife and is
therefore assigned from 1-18 points. The final group, those



B. 

c. 

stands with density greater than the minimum 14 trees/acre, 
are assigned from 19 to a maximum of 25 points. 

Stand exams, when available, give the most accurate estimate 
of the number of trees/acre. Otherwise, field measurement 
of what appears to the observer to be the average spacing 
between large trees is an acceptable substitute that is both 
easily accomplished and reasonably accurate. Space is given 
on the form to enter the average spacing of trees, and the 
conversion to trees/acre can be gotten from the chart on the 
point sheet. 

1� C"t
No.trees/acre >30" dbh 

This category is included because of the need to recognize 
that all trees greater than 19" dbh are not of equal utility 
to wildlife. Generally, the larger a tree the greater is 
its value since it is capable of providing more and larger 
cavities especially high on the tree bole, which some 
specialized species require. This quality of the overstory 
is evaluated in terms of the number of trees per acre 
greater than 30" dbh. Up to one 30+ inch tree/acre receives 
one point, two points for 1-3 per acre, and 3 points for 
anything greater than 3 trees/acre. 

Decadence 

Decadency in the overstory of an old growth stand is not an 
essential component, but is a positive attribute in that it 
indicates successional maturity, decline in vigor, and a 
continuous recruitment into the essential dead component. 
Points are based on a relative scale of decadency judged 
through simple observation. Decadence is considered absent 
when it takes an effort to find any of the signs, such as 
broken tops, conks, scars and spike-tops. When decadence is __ 
considered present, more than half the trees show no signs, 
but they can still be found fairly easily. At the common 
level, more than half the trees do show signs of decadence. 
When decadence is prevalent, nearly all or at least 75% of 
the trees are affected. 

The potential may exist to cross-reference stand exam data 
to develop a more quantitative means for assigning the point 
totals for this category. After a sufficient number of 
stands have been surveyed, the four decadence categories 
might be checked against the number of live cull and the 
damage/severity codes from stand exam plots to determine if 
any correlation's exist between old growth field 
observations and stand exam plot data. In other words, 
maybe 1-2 live cull trees/plot or 1-2 trees/plot with high 
"severity" ratings under "Damage/cause of Death" on the 
stand exam form may potentially correlate with the "common" 
category on the old growth form for a 2-3 point score. 



Caution should be used in distinguishing the decadence that 
ma� contribute to old growth stand quality. Examples 
are decadence in 1) a lodgepole pine stand that is losing an 
entire age class quickly, 2} a Douglas-fir stand with root 
rot that causes the standing snag stage to be circumvented, 
and 3) a western hemlock stand in which decay may result in 
a nearly total and rapid loss of stand character. 

D. 16 - 19" dbh tree catagory

This catagory is meant as an accommodation for those stands
in which a large tree overstory is lacking, but is being 
substituted for by small diameter trees in the 16 - 19" dbh 
catagory. Trees in this class cannot fully substitute for 
the larger diameter trees and are, therefore, reduced by a 
factor of 0.6 after scoring them in the same manner as for 
the larger trees. This condition is scored only in those 
stands that have fewer than 15 trees/acre. In the 
professional Judgement of the biologists involved including 
personal observations, this factor (0.6) seemed reasonable 
in view of the available information. 

II. Large Standing Dead and Dying

This component of old growth is considered the most important since it
provides for cavity excavation and nesting as well as foraging,
drumming and perching. Only 19"+ dbh trees are initially considered.
A total of 42 points can be given a stand with a "perfect" snag
component. The procedure to follow is to start with 42 points and
deduct from that "perfect" situation as deficiencies in the snag
component are identified. Since this category refers to all trees
that provide cavity nesting, it also includes live trees that are
decadent enough for cavity excavation since they are functionally
equivalent to snags.

A N S a  I >19 11 dbh. o. n gs acre 

Old growth is generally defined in terms of decadency or the
number of snags/acre, and according to Thomas (1979) that
number is 0.5/acre. Since the extent to which more snags
are better is uncertain, only 6 points are available to be
given for numbers higher than the definitional limit. At
snag densities higher than 4/acre, factors other than
competition for nesting sites may limit old growth
populations. For a snag count of less than 0.5/acre, points
are deducted from 42 ranging from 7 to the full 42 if no
snags are present. Estimates below 0.5 call for extra
caution since small differences in the number of snags
translate into large differences in the points deducted.
The choice of a number requires subjectivity since such
small distinctions cannot be made solely on the basis of an
imprecise system of measurement.

Arriving at an accurate snag count is difficult. Stand
exams do not give reliable estimates of snag numbers since



the sampling intensity is designed to be statistically 
accurate for estimates of the live tree component, not the 
less frequently occurring snag component. A good method for 
estimating snags/acre is to tally those seen on a walk 
through the stand and divide that by the number of acres 
walked. Plotting one's path on a map or aerial photo, 
combined with sight distance, gives a reasonable estimate of 
the acres observed. For consistency, it is recommended that 
the sight distance be limited to 100ft.on either side of the 
path. Snags seen beyond that distance are not counted. If 
the stand allows, and the surveyor has confidence in his 
ability to estimate distances greater than 100ft,then use of 
a greater site distance is acceptable. If accuracy in 
estimating site distance can be maintained, than a greater 
distance is desireable since it represents a larger sample 
size and consequently a better estimate of snags per acre. 

8. Snag Species

If snags were all of equal quality and condition, their 
density would be the only parameter of importance for 
determining the relative values of old growth stands. In 
fact though, the great difference in decay pattern as 
determined by tree species, cause of death, etc., produces 
trees of highly variable utility to cavity nesters. 

Based upon the frequency of occurrence of nest cavities, the 
tree species are grouped according to their relative value. 
These groupings and ratings are designed for a theoretical 
stand having only one species of snags. If the actual snag 
component is made up of species from different groups, then 
it is necessary to subjectively balance the deductions 
between categories. For example, if a stand had a snag 
component that is roughly 50% larch and 50% spruce, then 6 
points might be the most accurate deduction. Such averaging 
is necessary only for snag densities less than 4/acre. In 
the above example, if there were 8 snags per acre and 4 were 
larch and 4 were spruce, then no points should be deducted 
for the additional lower value spruce since it does not 
detract from a situation that may already be optimum. In 
this case, as with many others in the survey, it is 
necessary to be aware of the limiting factors. Only when 
snags are limiting, which it is assumed they are not at 
8/acre, will the presence of inferior species of snags 
contribute to the limiting condition. 

Each forest can provide a suitable ranking of tree species 
important for cavity nesting. The ranking included on the 
point sheet appears appropriate for mixed conifer stands in 
the warm and wet habitat type series on the Libby Ranger 
District, Kootenai National Forest. 



C. Snag Condition

Snag condition is the most important measure of quality, or 
utility of the dead component to wildlife. This evaluation 
is necessarily subjective, but based on snag characteristics 
known to be of use to wildlife. After deductions have been 
made for numbers and species of snags, it is necessary to 
take that score and deduct further according to the 
condition of those snags. It is possible to deduct as much 
as half, or 50%, for the worst conceivable condition. The 
remaining 50% represents a base quantity of points for which 
no deductions can be made on the basis of condition. A base 
level for points is supported by the fact that our knowledge 
of snag use and development is incomplete and that there are 
important activities such as perching and drumming that can 
be provided by non-cavity snags. Increments of deductions 
less than 50% are used to span the range of conditions as 
described on the point scale sheet. 

Positive characteristics of condition to be used in making a 
subjective evaluation are broken-topped, large diameter, 
existing cavities, signs of feeding, conks and other 
indications of disease, partial fire scarring, and live 
trees which have a broken or dead top or those which have 
just recently died (longevity factor). Some undesirable 
chat'acteristics can include spike-topped snags which are 
totally fire charred and case hardened (sometimes evident in 
larch). The absence of cavities can often be a negative 
indication, but should be viewed cautiously. 

Since the surveyor must assign a score for this parameter on 
a purely subjective basis, it is necessary to clearly 
document in the narrative the rationale for the score given. 

D. Less than 1 snag/2 acre catagory

III. Large Down

If a stand has fewer than 0.5 snags/acre (or 1 snag/2 
acres), then the number of snags is considered limiting and 
it is necessary to consider if there are snags in a smaller 
than 19" diameter class that may be at least partial 
substitutes. In such a case, the smaller diameter classes 
are to be evaluated in the same manner as was the greater 
than 19" diameter class. Since smaller diameter snags are 
not of the same utility as those greater than 19", their 
score must be reduced by one of the following factors: 0.2 
for the 12-15 11 diameter class and 0.4 for the 16-19" class. 
Again, in the pt'ofessional judgement of the biologists 
involved, these factors seemed reasonable and realistic in 
view of the available information. 

The large down component serves a vital role in nutrient recycling, in 
supporting a community of plant and animal decomposers, in providing 
forage and denning for small mammals and feeding substrate for birds. 



A. Est I mat I on of the tonnage of I arge down mater I a I Is accornp I I shad
by the use of a method adopted from Anderson's (1978) forest
fuels Inventory. The surveyor should begin with a walk through
the stand appraising the condition of the down material. An area
within fhe stand fhat best represents the whole stand In terms of
down material rs chosen. Through that area a transect 400 1 In
length ls walked. Al I down mater I al greater than 1211 In dlamefer
·r·hat Is Intersected by the path Is ta I I I ad In the co I urnns
prov r dad a1· the bottom of fhe form. The tot a I ta 111 es r n each
class are mu11-lrl�ed by the nun1bers given. The sum of these
numbers equals �d • Log decay class taken from Thomas (1979) 
Is also recorded. 

IV. Multi-storied

Because a mulfl-storled canopy appears to be an Important component of old
growth forests, this component wll I be ra1·ed by multiplying the total stand
score by an appropriate factor.

If two or more distinct canopies aro present In the stand the total score
ls multlpl led by a factor of 1.0 and thus no deduction Is made. If only
one canopy layer Is present (that being the main overstory), and stand
structure Is such that -f·he eva I uator fee Is a deduct I on shou Id be made, then
the total score can be multlpl led by a 0.9 or 0.0 factor. Due to the
Inherent structural diversity within a given old growth stand, this should
occur very Infrequently. The maximum possible deduction for any one stand
would be 20 points.

1--------·-·-_--1· 1 ,_ _______ 1-------- 1---------; 1--------1 

"' 4 / ..I 
-I �!t�!J:f/(:1�,iV:..f ii ,. '-- ,.__" ··

;;..1 
�--CJ..i::::cni.�1 _;� · 4' •. �.;��.:i.r:-��} Pa- - -· .. :--. -· -_. - l 

Log class 1 I Log tlass 2 Log�;��-:-;-··---· t;�
1
�,a·s-;�----------··' ��·;;;;:·�·-···············

lnle·ral succession 

(From Thomas, 1979). 
Figure 47. Logs progress through two 
slmulrsneous successions/ processes
lnternsl snd external. 
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QLO GHOWTILE.YJllllAT ION FOHM 

Drainage---------
Surveyed by----------

/\nalysls Area------ Score 
Date ----- Stand # ----

Acreage�----

I. Large S1 and Ing LI ve Points 

A. No. trees/ac >1911 dbh:ave. spacing = ___ x_ = __ tree/ac, s.e. -- __ 
B. No. frees/ac >3011 dbh:No. seen 't' ac seen _ = _trees/ac; s. e._ 
C. Decadence ___ _
D. If 16-1911 dbh frees are significantly

evaluate standing I Ive 16-19" dbh: 
contributing to overstory, then 
Score _ x F aci·or _.Ji_ = 

Sul>iotal 

Out 
[==1 of 32

Possible 

11. Large Standing Dead and Dying

/\. No. snags/ac >1911 dbh; No. seen_� ac seen_ =_ snags/ac
B. Snag spec I es: __J, _ ;  __ % _; __ .% _;

_=A>Add
__ =B 

__ =A+� Acld 
C. Snag condition

Total 
42 - (/\+B) c _ x Condition Factor_= 

Total 
42 - --- = 

A+B+C 

__ =C 

__ =A+B+C 

Add 
D. If <1 snag/2 ac, then evaluate snags <1911 dbh:Score _ x -> Factor_= __ =D 

I 11. Large Do\'ln 

'Etf
2 =_ X 0.0025 c 

IV. Mu(t(-Stor(ed

Char+ Value=_ tons/ac 

Sut,totat 

SutJtota I 

Out 
c=J of 42

Posslble 

Out 
CJ of 26 

Possible 

Out 
Total c=:=bt 100

Possible 

Total Score_ x Multl-s1·urled Factor_= Stand Score 

Down Jal ly 

12-1511

16-20 11 
21-2511 

26-301 1 
>30 11

= _ X 182 = _

= _ X 306 =
= _ X 506 t:: 

= _ X 756 = 
= - X 902 = _

I:d = -

Log decay class
--

�--

* 
stand exam 

.s.twg Ta I I y Live Tat I y 

�1911 dbh > 19ii dbh I > 3011 dbh dbh 

Stand Age 

Species Age 

% Canopy Closure� 
Habitat Type ____ _ 
Elev./Aspect ��� 

Hansen, Bratkovlch, Falrman-1904 



EVALUATION FOR REPLACEf.lEfil OLD GROl'ITH 

This scheme is dcslrned to provide the surveyor with a guide for evaluating 
stands that don'i· currently provide adequate old growth valuos. Important 
questions this scheme aftemts to answer are whether or not the timber stand has 
the potential +o develop Into old qrowth and If so, In what time frm11e. 

1. Tota I scon? >
Total score < 

2. Overstor-y < 
Overr.tor·y < 

Overstor·y > 

3. Standing dead
Standing dead

8 

8 

8 

< 
< 

existing old growth 
does not meet er I ter i a for o Id growth, go ft) 2

pts., and ane > 250 years old growth wl 11 not develop 
pts., and age < 250 years possible I On!l term replacement 
pi·s. , go to 3 

15 pts., and overstory vigorous lon9 term replacement 
15 p-J-s., and over story decadent near term replacement 

NNHMIIYE. (lncludlng but not llrr.lted to promlnan1· vc9ehr!-lon such us overstory 
and understory species, distance to water, thermal and hiding cover 
value, animal use and slghtlngs t fire or logging history, distance 
to roads, po1·0nt I a I for ni,.tnagement I mp acts, rough map 11 I ustrat Ing 
area walked, and general Impressions of stand) 



I. 

POINT SCALE 

1) < 8 trees/ac = 0 points 
8-14 ti 

= 1-18 points
15-27 II 

= 19-24 points
> 27 trees/acres = 25 points

2) 0 trees/ac > 30 11 dbh = 0 point
0-1
1-3
> 3

3) Absent
Present

Common 
Prevalent 

II 

ti 

ti 

ti 
= 1 point 

ti 
= 2 points 

ti 
= 3 points 

almost all trees vigorous 
some decadence, most trees vigorous 
decadence easily found 
most trees affected significantly 

Tree SEacing Chart 
4 100' X 100' 

90 X 90 
80 X 80 
75 X 75 
70 X 70 
60 X 60 
50 X 50 
40 X 40 
30 X 30 
20 X 20 

= 0 points 
= 1 point 

=

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 2-3 points
= 4 points 

trees/ac 
5 II " 

7 II II 

8 " II 

9 II II 

12 II " 

17 II II 

27 ti II 

49 ti II 

109 II ti 

4} Same point scale as No. 1, except refers to 16-19" dbh class rather than
the greater than 19 t1 dbh class.

II. 1) greater than 4 snags (or live cavity trees)/ac
2-4 snags/ac 

deduct 0 
deduct 2 
deduct 4-6 
deduct 8 
deduct 12 
deduct 17 
deduct 25 
deduct 35 
deduct 42 

points 
points 
points 
points 
points 
points 
points 
points 
points 

III. 

IV. 

1-2 snags/ac
1 snag/2 ac or ,5/ac
1 snag/2.5 ac or .4/ac
1 snag/3 ac or .3/ac
1 snag/5 ac or .2/ac
1 snag/10 ac or .1/ac
0 snags seen

2} Larch, ponderosa pine, black cottonwood
Douglas-fir, cedar
Hemlock, spruce, grand fir, white pine
Lodgepole pine, subalpine fir

deduct 0 
deduct 7 
deduct 12 
deduct 20 

3} Condition (Positive characteristics explained in instructions)
Factor 

.5 no snags showing any positive characteristics 
.4 10% of snags showing positive characteristics 
.3 20% of II II II ti 

.2 40% of " " II "

.1 60% of rt II " "

0 80% of ti ti " II 

points 
points 
points 
points 

4) Compute the smaller diameter snag score in the same manner as the large

component. 
conversion 

Multiply the resulting score by one of the following 
factors: 

less than 2 tons/ac 
2-5 tons/ac
6-10 tons/ac
11-18 tons/ac

Present - 1.0 

0.2 if the diameter class is 12-15 tl 

0.6 if the diameter class is 15-19 11 

= 0 points 19-25 tons/ac
= 1-4 points 26-30 tons/ac
= 5-15 points 31-35 tons/ac
= 16-20 points >35 tons/ac

= 

= 

= 

Marginal - 0,9 Absent - o.8

21-22 points
23 points
24-25 points

= 26 points
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QLD GBOl(llw.fil.LIAT I ON FORM 

/\na I ys Is Area _-<!_____ Score 811 Ora I nage BMd Ck_ 
Surveyed by �F:�e�t=f2/n&iL<l1f(..I�'-----��� lJa-1 e :r.«91.. 111 19/f" S1·and # 61 • i'. .. t,7

Acreage _.,,.1..:.w:5��-

I. Large S1audlog Live Points 

/\. No. trees/ac >19 11 dbhiave. spoclng = J __ x L-2- = tree ac, s.e. -- _:i_ -;s 1-J ,:- )?; I 
<'"" J>t-Y}-- o

B. No. frees/ac >30 11 dbh:No. seen -:- ac seen _2/_"' •_trees/acJ s.e._ ..4__ 
C. Decadence Cornn ion � _.3_ 
D. If 16-19 11 dbh -f-rees are slgnfflcc111tl y confrfbutlng to overstory, then _IL'_ 

eva I ua·�e stand Ing I Ive 16-19 11 cJbh: Score .. 1.2_ .x Factor ......_[_ '" _ 
55>: S5 =- apx IS, nes/t1c C .. 

Subtotal 

11. Large standing Dead and Dying

Out 
(2qJ of 32 

Possible 

A. No. snags/ac >19 11 dbh; No. seen ...9_-:- ac seen .s_ "1..ft snags/ac
8. Snag species: 1.0.Q.J l::..._; _% _; _% _;

_!j_"'A>Add
0 ,,,9 

C, Snag condition 42 - (/\+B) 
Toi-al 'f =A+B� Add 

= '38 x Condition Factor C2__ = -'L_=C � 

L.j Tota� L/ =A+B+C 
42-__ :;sW 

D. If <1 snag/2 ac, then evaluafe snags <1911 
A+B+C �Add 

dbh:Score � x Factor_= �-=D� 

I I I • Largo D01rn 

'Ed2 
= z�80x 0.002.5 = 5,7f Chart Value = -1:1: tons/ac.

IV. Multl-Siorled

Subtota I 

SutdoJa I 

Out 

BI] of 42 
Poss Ible 

Out 
[ID of ·26 

Possible 

Out 

Total �f 100 
Posslble 

Total Score_ x Mufti-storied Factor_ .. Stand Score 

Down Tai I y Snag Tai ly Live Tai I y Stand Age 

12-15 11 

16-20 11
21-2.5 11 

26-30 1 1
>3011 

= -- X 182 = _ 
"'-1.L X 306 = 
a _lL X 506 = _ 
= _J_ X 7.56 = _ 
= _ X 909 = 

Ld .. 7.38D 

Log decay class _-::r.---�� 

* 
stand exam 

i1911 dbh 
II Df 13 
I Df <:, 

11 'Lf°r \yl� 
I"•' 

I (,F' 
L..10'' 

>1911 dbh
IUI l B(i,·· 

I l s • 
''Y.' I /_ ,,. U)." 

IL & I� 

11 I- //:'Ile.. 

>3011 dbh
111k

cJbh Species �8 +�M+
..1,;1 b Z r"o+ 

-Ji Dr ill 
we '9c:, 

% Canopy Clos
�

% 
Hab I tat Type T He IUti 
Elev./Aspect NW-- 50(t) 

Hansen, Bratkovlch, Falrman-1904 
S ::. Sp¥ed +tip 
B : Bl't>ten -\o� 
_L -:. !:�\:_ '.�(t. 1)�l'(;1\0'!\1N'

) 
�� 0. �f'00 



EVALUATION FOR REPLACEMENT OLD GROlffH 

This scheme Is designed to provide the surveyor with a guide for evaluatlng
stands that don't currently provide adequate old growth values. Important 
questions this scheme a-Hemts to answer are whether or not the timber stand has
the potential to develop Into old growth and If so, In what time frame. 

1. Total score> 
Total score< 

existing old growth 
��� does not meet criteria for old growth, go to 2

2. Oversi·ory 
Overstory 
Over story 

< 8 pts., and age> 250 years
< 8 pts., and age< 250 years
> 8 pts., 

old growth wll I not develop 
possible long term replacement

go to 3 

3. Standing dead< 15 pts., and overstory vigorous 
Standing dead< 15 pts., and overtory decadent 

long term replacement
near term replacement

NARRATIVE (Inc I ud Ing but not I Im I tad to prom I nan+ vegei-at I on such as over story e.•0�n� \ I ,c-cl t-d � 

and understory species; distance to water, thermal and hiding coy.a� � ".i 
value, animal use and sightings, fire or logglng history, dlstartce 

/, to roads, potentlal for management Impacts, rough map l_l;Pjfr: ting 
area walked, and general Impressions of stand) 
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